
THE BEHAVIOUR PROCEDURE September 2018 
 
At Escomb Primary School, we celebrate good work, positive behaviour and attitudes and individual effort. We 
encourage children to always try their best and we aim to encourage each child’s self-discipline through 
positive praise and rewards. However, we recognise that it is necessary to address inappropriate behaviour. 
Rewarding Good Behaviour 
Reward systems are in place across the school - these differ depending on the age and abilities of the children 
in each class and the agreed classroom charters. The underlying principles of the reward systems are however, 
the same. 
 
Some of the ways we reward children are: 

 Verbal praise and feedback 

 Written feedback in children’s workbooks 

 ‘Star of the Week’ awarded in Celebration Assemblies 

 Stickers 

 Verbal and written messages home to parents 

 Visiting the Headteacher with ‘good work’ and good news 

 ‘Praise Pads’- notes sent home when children have had some achievements to 

 celebrate 

 ‘Lunchtime Award’ stickers 

 ‘Treat’ times- collective awards that whole classes can earn 
 
 
Addressing Inappropriate Behaviour 
Every class and all staff use the same ‘Traffic Light’ system for recording and reporting inappropriate 
behaviour. The same system is used to record inappropriate behaviour in the classroom, assembly, outdoor 
environment, at playtimes or lunchtimes. It is a visual system that all children and staff can monitor and the 
system allows children to reflect upon their behaviour and to make improvements. 
 
The ‘upside down’ traffic lights are displayed in each classroom: 
 
Every child’s name will start each day in the green section of the traffic lights.  
 
Alongside the traffic lights are descriptions of behaviours (See below):  
 
Green- Expected behaviours 
Amber- Behaviours that would cause your name to be moved into this section 
Red- Behaviours that would cause your name to be moved into this section 
 
Procedure: 
All children will start each day with their ‘peg’ on green. It is expected that the majority of children for the 
majority of the time will keep their name in the green traffic light. Above the traffic lights are the agreed rules 
for that Class which, although will differ in wording, underpin the same ethos across the whole school. 
 
During Celebration assembly on a Monday, the names of the children who have been on ‘green’ all week will 
be put into a draw. A name will be drawn from each class. These children will be allowed to choose a prize 
from the ‘Lucky Dip’ box. This way we aim to recognise and reinforce the positive behaviour at all times.  
 
The ‘motto’ of the system is: ‘It’s Good to be Green’ and ‘Great to be Gold’ (see below) 

 

 If a child misbehaves a staff member will initially ‘warn’ the child, e.g. verbal warning, non-verbal 
communication (frowning). They will indicate what behaviour they are unhappy with and outline the 
consequence of continuing with this behaviour. 

 If the inappropriate behaviour continues, the child will be asked to move his/her name down to the 
amber traffic light. 



 If the child then continues to persist with the inappropriate behaviour, they will be asked to leave the 
classroom to speak to the Headteacher. (or the Deputy Headteacher in her absence.) 

 The Headteacher will consider the nature and circumstances of the inappropriate 
behaviour and will make a decision regarding whether the child moves their peg to red and  
can return to the classroom or will have to work in isolation. 

 Zero tolerance is given for swearing, physical assault (deliberate kicking, punching, 
hitting, etc) or damaging property. (See below) Any of these behaviours will result 
in a child moving immediately to the red traffic light and discussing their behaviour 
with the Headteacher. Parents will be informed of their child’s inappropriate behaviour either in 
person at the end of the day, via a telephone call home or a letter. 

 Any inappropriate behaviour during assembly, playtimes etc will be initially reported to the class 
teacher and the class teacher will deal with it accordingly. (Serious incidents will be reported 
immediately to Headteacher or Deputy.) 

 Lunchtime staff will follow the same traffic light system. At the end of lunchtime, staff 
will report to the class teachers any children that have behaved inappropriately and the class teacher 
will deal with it accordingly. Serious incidents will be reported to the Headteacher or Deputy 
Headteacher immediately. 

 
Introduction of ‘Great to be Gold’ (Sept 2018) 
We have introduced ‘Great to be Gold’ for those children who demonstrate exceptional behaviour all of the 
time. At the end of each week teachers will have a list of names of children whose behaviour has been 
exceptional. On a Monday morning their names will be shared with all staff at ‘Briefing’ to double check. 
(Names will also be checked with Lunchtime staff on a Friday.) These children will be rewarded with a special 
certificate as recognition of their achievement for their exceptional behaviour the previous week. If a child 
achieves ‘Great to be Gold’ for approximately 75% of the term then they will be rewarded with a treat. e.g. 
visit to ROF59.  
 
Incidents of a Serious Nature 
Incidents of a very serious nature or a persistent nature (e.g. bullying), will be referred to and 
dealt with by the Headteacher or Deputy Headteacher in her absence. This will usually 
involve the Headteacher and relevant school staff working closely with the child and parents 
to address and resolve the inappropriate behaviour. If necessary, an ‘Individual Behaviour 
Plan’ will be formed and this will involve specific rewards and sanctions, as governed by the 
plan. 
 
Special Educational Needs 
When a child is on the Special Educational Needs register for specific behavioural difficulties, 
the procedure for dealing with that child may differ to our traffic light procedure. The 
alternative procedure will be formed in agreement with the child, their parents and the 
relevant school staff. The procedure will be clearly explained to all those who might have 
contact with the child in school. 

Green Behaviours 

 Looking at the person who is talking 

 Listening to what others say 

 Following instructions at the first time of asking 

 Sharing and being polite to others 

 Concentrating on work 

 Sharing ideas, asking and answering questions 

 Holding doors open 

 Having your reading book in school 

 Having the correct equipment to work 

 Handing in homework on time 

 Looking after school equipment 

 Keeping the classroom tidy 

 Using good manners at all times 



 
Amber Behaviours 

 Distracting others 

 Talking when other people are talking 
 Not following instructions (work related, tidying away, playtimes, toilets etc) 

 Saying unkind things 

 Being rude and answering back 

 Not looking after school equipment/environment/own and other’s property. 

 Not lining up/moving around school sensibly 
 

 
Red Behaviours 

 Swearing 

 Being physically aggressive 

 Being verbally aggressive 

 Deliberately damaging school property 

 Taking other peoples’ belongings 

 Refusing to co-operate 


